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ideas of Deconstructivism, for which Zevi was repeatedly a 
spokesperson in the journal L’architettura. Cronache e storia. The 
organic architecture cycle, inaugurated by Zevi to extend and renew 
the dominance of Functionalism, opened itself to the decomposed 
spatiality of Frank Gehry, which was a clear source of inspiration.

In 1996, Zevi’s contribution to the world of architecture ended 
more or less the way it had begun, with a pragmatic instrument, 
relevant for modernizing the profession and making its tasks easier. 
Zevi coordinated Il nuovo manuale dell’architetto (The New 
Architect’s Handbook),36 although the Roman historian did not 
appear to be especially interested in the publication, which he 
worked on as a detached supervisor.

Zevi’s projects and his professional work tell only a part of the 
story of his way of being an architect. After all, Zevi was designing 
even while he was writing. The so-called operative criticism37 did not 
just mean “a history written with a dagger”38 as Tafuri described it; it 
also promoted the identification of the critical message in the 
building itself. The result of this criticism finds a specific dimension 
for itself in action alone, having to tread carefully between the 
construction of myths and the disintegration of interpretative 
stereotypes. For these very reason, Zevi saw buildings as being full-
fledged critical texts.

Zevi’s thirty-year-old insistence on the theme of the “invariants” 
in modern architecture,39 which he derived from an analysis of the 
past century’s great conquests in architecture, is proof of the 
doggedness of this approach in considering history. It is an approach 
whose aim is to arouse dissent, and whose validity, as Zevi himself 
put it,” should be tested directly on the works and the drafting 
table.”40 

36  B. Zevi (general coordinator), Il nuovo manuale 
dell’architetto (Rome: Mancosu, 1996).
37  Of the many essays on the topic the most important is: B. 
Zevi, La storia come metodologia del fare architettonico (History 
as the Methodology of Making Architecture), prolusion delivered 
in the Aula Magna of the University of Rome on December 18, 
1963, republished with changes in Il linguaggio moderno 
dell’architettura. Guida al codice anticlassico, 87-107.
38  M. Tafuri, Teorie e Storia dell’Architettura (Turin: Einaudi, 
1968), 175.
39  Cf. B. Zevi, Il linguaggio moderno dell’architettura. Guida 
al codice anticlassico.
40  Ibid.,11.

You’ll tell me about the “SEVEN WORDS” that, in my 
opinion, are SIX and 1/2. There’s always 1/2 a word 
extra.

Toward the end of 1977, Professor Zevi came into the classroom 
to announce his newest creation: “Universale di architettura”! The idea 
was founded on a series of interrelated concepts that were 
consolidated in that act of foundation. There were four essential 
principles: 

1. The connection—a recurring one in Zevi’s work—between the 
action of “cultural politics” and that of “civic politics.” Without culture 
there is no direction toward political action (and vice versa). 

2. Interest in high-level cultural dissemination (in addition to the 
many postwar publications, it is worth remembering the series of pockets 
books called Il Balcone, and the creation in 1976 of the TV channel 
Teleroma 56).

. is er  firm con iction that modern language as he had 
described it in 1973—was the basis on which to discern good 
architecture. 

4. The idea that it was possible to identify moments of propulsion 
both in the past and in the present: “only through modern historical 
criticism can we demonstrate that Michelangelo and Borromini have 
more to offer than Gropius or Aalto because, in their linguistic 
contents, they were braver and more inventive.”1

1  B. Zevi, “Dal manierismo al linguaggio,” in B. Zevi, Zevi su 
Zevi. Architettura come profezia (Venice: Marsilio, 1993),154.
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moderate presence in the world of Zevi’s references, Giuseppe 
Pagano (who would later become a subject of great passion for me) 
was allowed to be a part of it.

After three years of constant attendance, two hundred pages, 
and a declaration of honors, Zevi said to me: “So, shall we publish 
it . t as  and it too  me fi e ears  but it as m  o cial 
entrance into the “Universale di architettura” series.4 I had managed 
to publish my book at the age of 29. In 1985 I returned from the 
United States. The “Universale di architettura” series, after publishing 
73 volumes, curated by the editor Silvia Massotti, ended its 
publication with Dedalo.

The BIrTh of “UnIverSAle DI ArchITeTTUrA” 1996-99

A small publisher from Turin, Testo & Immagine, had asked Zevi 
to write a Preface for a book about the Sassi di Matera. Zevi had 
made a counter-proposal instead. he took the books that had been 
published in the “Universale di architettura” series and said: “This is 
what I want to do!” scattering the Dedalo books all over the table. 
The publisher was taken aback, but he courageously accepted the 
idea.5

4  After several attempts, trials, and ideas for articles, a 
more limited version was born, a typescript with a “package-
like” text in the manner of Persico. It was 1983 and the book 
was published in 1984 when I was a young teacher in America. The 
book—Carlo Severati noticed this immediately—had a very 
different structure. It didn’t follow the organization that, 
borrowed from Il Balcone, Zevi suggested that the authors use. 
While it did have an initial essay, the text did not deal with 
the most important facts about the figure in question—which were 
consolidated in Pagano’s case; rather, it emphasized new 
historiographic aspects: an implicit relationship with Marxist 
culture, an awkward embrace of the Fascist School of mysticism, 
a necessarily ambiguous relationship with the power and figure 
of Mussolini and of the Patron. The second part of the book did 
not present an album of images, but was rather made up of short 
chapters where the images were accompanied by texts that 
chronologically traced over the project, as well as Pagano’s 
most decisive experiences. For instance, the “Mostra del 
decennale” at the Valentino, the direction of Casabella, the 
study of rural architecture. In other words, the book L’opera di 
Giuseppe Pagano tra politica e architettura (Bari: Dedalo, 1984) 
offered a structure that directed the paperback toward a 
complete change with respect to Il Balcone, which in many 
volumes in the “Universale” series had been reproposed. Together 
with the editor, we managed to change the cover which, instead 
of having the usual layout, had only one background image 
divided by an almost imperceptible diagonal white line.  
5  The anecdote was told to me several times by Viggiano, cf. 
also his Introduzione to volume no. 100 in the series: “My 
thoughts immediately go to the fall of 1995, when I decided to 
accept this editorial challenge that Bruno Zevi had suggested 
with his usual exciting and youthful enthusiasm”, in A. 
Terragni, Daniel Libeskind oltre i muri  (Turin: Testo & 
Immagine, 2001), 5.

All of these principles are broadly applied in the “Universale di 
architettura” series.

The FirsT “UniversAle di ArchiTeTTUrA” 1978-85

When, in mid-1977 Bruno Zevi told the participants in his 
“seminars on operative criticism” about the birth of a new series of 
paperbacks called “Universale di architettura,” the idea for il Balcone 
had thus been born again, but it had also been greatly expanded. The 
paperbacks would no longer only contain monographs about 
architects, but also the architectural experiences of the past, they 
would be anthologies, new editions, controversial essays, 
“monographs about monuments, artists, cities, territories, theoretical 
problems, aspects of design.”2

The first authors ould come to ula  in alle iulia to spea  
to Zevi and his assistants, including myself. There were times we 
discussed ourier  other times ramsci  rs ine  iano  and the 

ompidou  hich had ust been built. lthough he could be tough on 
his assistants and rough with his students, Zevi was at the same 
time open and curious. he was happy to let people talk, he 
conversed, but he couldn’t stand to hear banal things, and he often 
fle  off the handle. 

Among those of us who were his assistants many were 
communists. We believed in architecture as a social comeback. 

iuseppe agano  the director of Casabella in the 1930s, a left-wing 
Fascist, and later an anti-Fascist and a martyr at Mauthausen, 
embodied those alues. agano pursued a non language  one that 
was essential, he advocated proud modesty, and he was certainly 
not a champion of the “seven invariants”. Zevi was tied to him: he 
was one of the three italian names to save in his Storia 
dell’architettura moderna (history of Modern Architecture).3 Zevi 
would tell us about how when he was a secondary school student he 
visited, to his great admiration, the construction site of the Faculty of 

h sics at the itt  ni ersitaria and as enthusiastic about the 
cantilever that “bit the corner.” in other words, although he was a 

2  Ibid. 132. In these pages Zevi briefly also remembers the 
publication of the most important volumes, starting from some 
new editions of Bettini, Scott, Bruschi, Argan, Kelly Smith and 
of some of the more original essays, such as those by Benincasa, 
Mariotti, Di Forti, Racheli, Mariani Travi, The Site, and the 
handbooks by Sara Rossi and Finelli, by Bentivoglio and 
Valtieri.
3  B. Zevi, Storia dell’architettura moderna (Turin: Einaudi, 
1950).

Bruno Zevi, Zevi su Zevi, Marsilio editore, Venezia 

1993,p

and students.

students
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magazines Casabella, Lotus, Rassegna, published by the same group. 
Naturally, there were other publishers, for instance, Laterza, or 
Zanichelli, who were still doing well and publishing monographs about 
architects (including Zevi, with three books about Mendelsohn, 
Terragni, and Wright, respectively) and much more. However, the 
arrival of Zevi’s paperback series unquestionably kindled the 
enthusiasm of the readers and characterized a dynamic phase of 
openness and renewal. Among other things, Zevi managed to publish 
boo s about figures for hom there ere no monographic texts at the 
time. t ma  sound odd  but that as hen the first monographs about 
Caccia Dominioni, and Lina Bo Bardi were published, along with ones 
about authors ho had passed a a  li e ollino  or di cult  
contemporary names like Birkerts, Ciriani, Behnisch, and Fuksas (in 
those years they were totally absent from the Italian scene).

To go back to my personal life, after Eisenman, Zevi asked me to 
edit a monograph about Frank Gehry. 

The structure of that book was different from the two previous 
books. The story of his work was based on a series of action verbs: to 
assemble, to stretch, to graft, to found, to elongate. Zevi did not object 
to the fact that it as different from the pre ious texts  he seemed to 
understand the methodological significance of that choice.  fe  
months after the publication of the book about Gehry, “Universale di 
architettura  embraced something completel  ne  dedicated to a 

i olu ione informatica  The omputer cience e olution . 
Practically speaking, after the publisher asked me if I wanted to direct 
the new series, I instead developed the idea of basing a section of 

ni ersale  on a ne  and necessar  topic. e i ga e his stamp of 
appro al and after an exciting game of ping pong ia fax e arri ed 
at the title a i olu ione informatica in architettura.   as one of the 
few who had the honor of sharing the front cover with Zevi, and to do 
so for some six olumes.

Zevi backed my proposals all the way. From 1976 to 1999 the 
series grew and it was disseminated, acquiring importance, visibility, 
and responsibility, until it was translated into English, the only one in 
the Testo & Immagine series.

The new “Universale di architettura” was printed by the small but 
e cient publisher Testo  mmagine. The Turin publishing house as 
directed b  oberto arro  the oman branch located in a studio on 

ia omentana b  the architect aria pina. The publisher as 
ittorio iggiano  an engineer  ith hom our or ing relationship 

graduall  became more personal and cordial. 
ased on the idea of idespread distribution in places here 

ne spapers ere sold  in color and relati el  inexpensi e  lire  
slightl  more than a collector s maga ine  the series as exactl  hat 

e i anted. ni ersale di architettura  in the Testo  mmagine 
ersion mar ed a ne  focus for his ideas  it influenced the ongoing 

debate and the culture because the print run as so high the first 
olumes about  copies and it again placed e i at the heart of 

a close nit net or  of relations ith authors and collaborators. e 
ha e on he ould sa also referring to the success of architecture 
in the orld  in the a e of the econstructi ism sho  in e  or . 

lso encouraged b  the success of the series  in eptember  e i 
organi ed his last conference  follo ed b  a competition  

aesaggistica e linguaggio grado ero dell architettura  in odena.6

The series as no  formall  di ided into different sections  each 
mar ed b  a different color. The pre alent one  in terms of its role and 
the number of titles  as  of course  li rchitetti  chitects  de oted 
in particular to contemporar  names  but not ust that. This as 
follo ed b  the section called  apola ori  asterpieces  hich 

as in turn follo ed b  critti  ritings  uide  uides  randi 
e enti  reat ents  and aria  hich alternated  e er  t o ee s 
during a first phase  then four olumes each month.

ersonall   ans ered the in itation and hat ha e ou been up 
to  ith m  second boo  for ni ersale  Peter Eisenman. 
Trivellazioni nel futuro. ublished in une  it as the th olume 
in the ne  series.

uring the period hen it as being published  ni ersale di 
architettura  began to co er an alternati e publishing role  but one of 
considerable impact. The publishing orld as characteri ed b  the 
dominant presence of the lecta publishing house and b  the close 
relationship bet een the ni ersale  series and the architecture 

6  Cf. L’architettura. Cronache e storia, 503-506 (1997).
7  My answer to the question “what are you going to do?” was 
“Peter Eisenman.” The reason why was obvious. After the 
publication of a book about Giuseppe Terragni, one about 
Eisenman would have created a flow of interesting relations for 
the reader, seeing the well-known proximity between Eisenman’s 
thinking and some of Terragni’s works.

the idea in 1996 to ’99 the
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Ricci—were written by young authors and were followed carefully, 
books that were thought out step-by-step, while others were overseen 
b  prolific and mature authors  such as the one about usmeci b  

icoletti  Tschumi b  ostan o  attaneo b  ariani Tra i. ome 
authors  li e arotta or alofaro  also rote for a i olu ione 
informatica.

n  the series ni ersale di architettura  ended its 
publications ith Testo  immagine  boo s ere produced 
altogether  and it continued ith arsilio  a member of the  group. 
t seemed li e an opportunit  to relaunch the series  but onl   
olumes ere printed  almost all the li rchitetti  because a 
i olu ione informatica  transmigrated as an independent series ith 
dilstampa and continued for a ear in nglish ith ir h user.  

edited  other olumes  hich contained disco eries li e redoc  or 
significant anticipations li e anaa or orphosis. The last one as 
published in  To o to as the sub ect. nfortunatel  this ne  

arsilio edition ne er got as far as the ne sagent s  and the chance to 
influence architectural culture according to the cultural basis that e i 
had established graduall  petered out. olumes ith beautiful 
photographies and a short introductor  essa  periodicall  come out  
the ni ersale di architettura  experience is b  no  distant  e en if  
ha e to admit theres some nostalgia for ni ersale di architettura  
Testo  mmagine. There ere those ho bought paperbac s such as 
these  sold together ith ne spapers  read them uic l  got to no  

ho ehnisch  ollino  and ina o ardi ere  and ma be e en left 
for ra il.

T     T  T  T

In order to conclude I need to go back to two points in the 
introduction. The first one concerns the role of cultural dissemination. 
 belie e that the e ents surrounding ni ersale di architettura  

sho from the title itself an lluminist  enc clopaedic side of e i. 
nd his a areness of the role that cultural dissemination had to pla  if 

there as to be progress. t the same time  culture e ol es and one 
must be open to hat s ne . e i sho ed great farsightedness and an 
open minded intellectual curiosit  also to ard sectors that he did not 

“Universale di architettUra” after Zevi

While busy working on several fronts, on January 9, 2000, Bruno 
Zevi died unexpectedly, leaving his readers, friends, family, and, of 
course, his closest collaborators heartbroken and worried about how 
to cope. 

the owners of L’architettura. Cronache e storia decided to hand 
the publication’s management over to someone who was not an 
architect: furio colombo. the series was instead owned by testo & 
immagine, and vittorio viggiano, after a few months of meetings and 
hypotheticals, handed over to me the series of monographs and the 
continuation of “la rivoluzione informatica,” while the other sections 
were given either to architects close to Zevi, or to ones who had 
written texts for the series itself. at the same time “spazi arte” and 
“design” were born, directed by adachiara Zevi and an editorial 
committee that met periodically. 

i drafted my editorial program for “Gli architetti,” which summed 
up my experience as an author of “Universale di architettura.”8 i signed 
a total of 31 books in the “Gli architetti” series, 7 of which had already 
been chosen by Zevi. in selecting the new architects who would be the 
subject of the monographs, i committed myself to publishing the ones 
who Zevi had mentioned or published in his magazine or in his books, 
and who i felt were necessary. i suggesting that monographs be 
written on the members of team 10, and this led to books on de carlo, 
van eyck, coderch; i had also planned to publish a book about Pancho 
Guedes, although it never came to fruition. naturally, there were also 
books about soleri, costant (which was one of the ones that Zevi had 
already made plans to publish, in addition to books about cosenza 
and sacripanti, respectively). some books—such as the one about 

8  “The aim of the ‘Gli Architetti’ section is to orient readers 
toward the creative personalities who deal with design and 
construction via a ‘modern’ tension aimed at transforming the 
crisis of the world and of society into architectures pregnant 
to the time in which they take place. There is no—either from 
this point of view or from others—difference between a 
contemporary architect and an architect who lived a long time 
ago. The perfect knowledge of the sources in these monographs 
always serves to submit the philological given to the critical 
one. The instruments that guide writing are eminently formative. 
The text focuses on categories that are more proper to the 
making of architecture via analyses that concern the 
articulation of space, the development of the construction, the 
organization of uses, the choice of language. Inside these and 
other categories proper “to what is concrete” about the design, 
the specific contribution of the individual architect is 
delineated via an analysis of the main works (almost always 
illustrated with color photos) and the necessary references to 
the cultural and disciplinary context in which they are 
situated.” Cf. “www.arc1.uniroma1.it/saggio/architetti”.

2004

2010
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know but whose relevance he grasped perfectly. The case of “La 
Rivoluzione informatica in architettura” is the proof, but the whole 
“Universale di architettura” experience is studded with examples.

The second point is the central position that Zevi attributed to 
modern language. The contribution of my work in “Universale di 
architettura” shifted this central position. Different experiences, a 
different moment, being an architect and above all a university 
professor close to the consolidation of the project had compelled me 
primarily to not reason through the categories of language, but rather 
through the search for other concepts, other substances, other 
structures. I once openly discussed this difference and this way of 
reasoning with Zevi, presenting him with my principles. He answered 
in these words: “Dear Nino, I received feedback about your conference 
at IN/ARCH. Very positive. Sorry I wasn’t able to participate. So let me 
play the honorary president and go soft on you. Your seven concepts 
are perhaps fi e actuall  ibration and fluidit  can be unified e en b  
absorbing dynamic interconnections, which are not a consequence, 
but rather a cause. Now that I think about it, I would also leave out 
imprinting.  ou re left ith  therapeutic architecture  fluidit  
urbanscape, space as system. It sounds excellent to me, a 
springboard from which other things are born. While seven, an attempt 
to include everything, risks stabilizing. Of course, I was there. Just like 
you, always present while I am working. Physical fatigue. It’s seasonal. 
 suffer from it as ell  but  thin  it s beneficial. ours  runo e i. 9

9  Letter written by Bruno Zevi to Antonino Saggio, March 27, 
1999.
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